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PKS 1622�253: A WEAKLY ACCRETING, POWERFUL GAMMA-RAY SOURCE
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ABSTRACT

We discuss new deep radio observations of PKS 1622�253 and their implications for the energetics of the
central engine that powers this strong high-energy gamma-ray source. Combining archival infrared and optical
measurements with new millimeter observations, we show that even though the accretion flow in PKS 1622�253
is underluminous by quasar standards, a powerful superluminal jet is launched with a higher kinetic luminosity
than most EGRET blazars. Only a few percent of the total jet kinetic luminosity is required to power even the
most powerful gamma-ray flares that are observed. The implication is that a high-accretion system is not required
in order to power the strongest high-energy gamma-ray sources.

Subject headings: accretion, accretion disks — black hole physics — galaxies: active — galaxies: jets —
quasars: general — quasars: individual (PKS 1622�253)

1. INTRODUCTION

The connection between accretion flow parameters and the
gamma-ray luminosity from an associated radio jet is not well
understood. Quasars are distinguished by the strong thermal
UV luminosity associated with their accretion flows, and some
in the blazar subcategory have been found to have strong ap-
parent gamma-ray luminosities. Thus, it is of interest to un-
derstand why some of the stronger extragalactic sources iden-
tified by the Energetic Gamma-Ray Experiment Telescope
(EGRET) have accretion flow luminosities below those asso-
ciated with quasars (such as the FR II BL Lac object 0235�164,
which has very weak optical emission in quiescent states; see
Takalo et al. 1998). The discovery of a sizable class of strong
gamma-ray sources with accretion flow luminosities less than
typical for quasars would suggest that accretion flow luminosity
is, at best, a secondary (indirect) physical factor in the regu-
lation of gamma-ray emission from jets.

Motivated by this possibility, a study of the not so well
known EGRET source PKS 1622�253 was initiated. Before
the EGRET observations, this source was very rarely observed.
However, it is one of the original EGRET detections and has
been a firm identification in each of the three EGRET catalogs
(Fichtel et al. 1994; Hartman et al. 1999). Part of the difficulty
in observing this source is that it lies behind the dense cloud
just south ofr Oph (Hunter et al. 1994). Hence, it is extremely
faint in the optical (visual magnitude p 21.9 in the NASA/mv

IPAC Extragalactic Database, atz p 0.786). Our primary find-
ings are that only a small percentage of the jet kinetic luminos-
ity is required to power the observed gamma-ray luminosity and
that the accretion flow is underluminous by quasar standards.

1 Postal address: 4014 Emerald Street, No. 116, Torrance, CA 90503.

2. THE RADIO OBSERVATIONS

New observations of PKS 1622�253 at 6 and 3.6 cm were
made on 2002 June 3 with the NRAO Very Large Array2 in
the BnA configuration. The data were reduced using the stan-
dard VLA procedures and were self-calibrated in phase and
amplitude as part of the imaging process. To obtain images at
6 and 3.6 cm of comparable angular resolution, the 6 cm image
was made with the ROBUST parameter of IMAGR set to�5,
while the 3.6 cm image was made with the ROBUST parameter
of IMAGR set to 5 and tapered in the (u, )-plane to producev
an angular resolution comparable to that of the 6 cm image.
Finally, both images were restored with the same Gaussian
beam. The morphologies of the images were similar, and we
display the 6 cm radio map in Figure 1. To obtain the flux
densities of the western and eastern lobes (indicated in Fig. 1),
we subtracted a point source with the flux density and posi-
tion of the core (also indicated in Fig. 1) from the (u, )-data.v
Parameters of the core and lobes measured from the data are
listed in Table 1. The two-point spectral index (calculated from
4.86 to 8.4 GHz) of the core clearly identifies it as distinct
from the characteristically steep-spectrum lobes.

To estimate the flux densities of the lobes at a lower fre-
quency, we used VLA archival data taken at 1.56 GHz on
1991 October 13 in the A configuration. These results, also
shown in Table 1, are not as reliable as those obtained at 6 and
3.6 cm, since the lobes are only barely resolved from the core.

Some limited low-frequency radio data are available. PKS
1622�253 appears in the Molonglo Reference Catalogue

2 The National Radio Astronomy Observatory is a facility of the National
Science Foundation operated under cooperative agreement by Associated Uni-
versities, Inc.
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Fig. 1.—The 6 cm image of PKS 1622�253. Note the powerful radio core
that dominates the radio emission. There is a diffuse jetlike extension to the
east and a very strong knot to the northwest that is apparently part of a jet
that is a continuation of the parsec-scale jet that is directed at a similar position
angle. The contours are�4, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 15, 30, 60, 100, 200, 400, 800,
1600, 3200, and 6400 times 0.25 mJy beam�1. The peak brightness of the
6 cm image is 1.84 Jy beam�1. The image is restored with a beam dimension
of 1�.40#1�.0 and position angle of 67�. The main components of the source
are labeled.

TABLE 1
Data Reduction from the VLA Observations

Component
19 cm
(mJy)

6 cm
(mJy)

3.6 cm
(mJy)

Spectral
Index

Core . . . . . . 1980� 50 1840� 10 1910� 10 �0.06� 0.01
West . . . . . . 83� 8 35.6� 0.9 24.4� 0.7 0.64� 0.07
East . . . . . . . 145� 15 52.3� 1.2 35.1� 1.1 0.66� 0.07

(Large et al. 1981) with a flux density of 2.36 Jy at 408 MHz
and in the Texas Survey by Douglas et al. (1996) with a flux
density of 2.352� 0.047 Jy at 365 MHz. While the optically
thin lobe emission cannot be distinguished from the core at
∼400 MHz, an extrapolation of the VLA data shows that about
0.4 Jy of lobe emission is present at this frequency (assuming
that the core had approximately the same strength when the
Molonglo and Texas observations were made).

3. ESTIMATING THE JET KINETIC LUMINOSITY

These maps can be used to determine the kinetic luminosity
of the jet from a measurement of an isotropic (not affected by
relativistic beaming) parameter, the strength of lobe emission.
We take this to be the measured data in Table 1. In a super-
luminal source, such as PKS 1622�253, one must be extra
cautious about fluxes’ being greatly exaggerated by Doppler
beaming, hence the need for an isotropic estimator such as
optically thin lobe flux (Punsly 1995, 2005). In order to avoid
the ambiguities associated with Doppler enhancement, we esti-
mate the jet kinetic luminosity from the isotropic extended emis-
sion, applying a method that allows one to convert 151 MHz
flux densities,F151, measured in janskys, into estimates of ki-
netic luminosity,Q, from Willott et al. (1999) and Blundell &
lings (2000). This estimator was expressed explicitly in terms
of flux density in equations (1)–(2) of Punsly (2005):

45 1�a 2 6/7 �1Q ≈ 1.1#10 [(1� z) Z F ] ergs s , (1a)151

4 3 2Z { 3.31� 3.65[(1� z) � 0.203(1� z) � 0.749(1� z)
�1/8� 0.444(1� z) � 0.205] , (1b)

whereF151 is the total optically thin flux density from the lobes
(i.e., no contribution from Doppler-boosted jets or radio cores).
We assume a cosmology withH0 p 70 km s�1 Mpc�1, QL p
0.7, andQm p 0.3. In order to implement this technique, one

needs to determine which components are optically thin and
which are Doppler enhanced.

One might suspect that the strong knot in the western com-
ponent of Figure 1 is Doppler enhanced, since the parsec-scale
jet is directed toward this feature with an apparent velocity of
14c (Jorstad et al. 2001; Tingay et al. 1998). However, the
integrated flux of the western component is far weaker than
that of the eastern component, and it is optically thin (see
Table 1). Thus, we conclude that the western component is
not likely to be significantly Doppler enhanced. We can fit the
lobe flux densities in Table 1 with a two-component model, a
strong knot with a spectral indexa p 0.58 and a diffuse com-
ponent witha p 1.0 from 1.56 to 8.46 GHz. The western and
eastern components are respectively fitted with 10 and 20 mJy
of diffuse emission and 25.6 and 32.3 mJy of knot emission
at 4.86 GHz. This reproduces all of the average flux densities
in Table 1 except for the 1.56 GHz flux density, 125 mJy, of
the eastern lobe, which falls short by 20 mJy. Extrapolating
these power laws to 151 MHz predicts 1.4 Jy of lobe emis-
sion and, from equation (1),Q ≈ 1.7#1045 ergs s�1. If one
only considers the diffuse emission as significant at 151 MHz,
one can obtain a conservative lower bound of 966 mJy, or
Q 1 1.2#1045 ergs s�1.

For the sake of comparison, one can also use the isotropic
estimator derived in equation (10) of Punsly (2005), which can
be trivially adapted to 4.86 GHz,

(n�1)/2 a[y (n)] (486)1 42 1�a 2 �1Q ≈ #10 (1� z) Z F ergs s � L ,4860(n � 2)a(n)

(2)

where the spectral indexa p (n � 1)/2, L(n) ∼ n�a, F4860 is the
optically thin flux density at 4.86 GHz in janskys, and the total
radio luminosity isL { L(n) dn. Table 1 indicates that the∫
spectral index from 4.86 to 1.56 GHz isa p 0.83. One can
geta(n) andy1(n) from Ginzburg (1979). Inserting these values
into equation (2), with the aid of equation (1b) and Table 1 we
find Q ≈ 1.29#1045 ergs s�1. The close agreement between
the two isotropic estimators is reassuring.

4. ESTIMATING THE ACCRETION FLOW THERMAL LUMINOSITY

The broadband continuum spectrum in Figure 2 (after cor-
recting for the Galactic extinction from the Ophiuchus cloud
using the results of Schlegel et al. 1998) indicates a broad
synchrotron peak with a high-frequency tail with a spectral
index of 1.4 that extends down to 2350 in the quasar restÅ
frame (di Serego Alighieri et al. 1994). Consistent with this
interpretation is the significant polarization in the rest-frame
near-UV, 2.8% (Impey & Tapia 1990).

Thus, one cannot detect the thermal signatures of the accre-
tion flow. The best one can do is to obtain an estimate of the
upper bound on the accretion disk luminosity,Lbol. We tried
to improve on this estimate by making our own optical obser-
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Fig. 2.—Continuum broadband spectrum of PKS 1622�253. The spectrum
is not quasi-simultaneous. The lowest-frequency point is a millimeter obser-
vation courtesy of I. Robson, the three IR data points are from the Two Micron
All Sky Survey, and the optical are from di Serego Alighieri et al. (1994).
The triangles are the flux density as directly observed, and the squares are
corrected for Galactic extinction. The frequency is expressed in the rest frame
of the radio source.

vations of PKS 1622�253, hoping to catch the source in a low
state of blazar activity and thereby improve the upper bound
on the masked thermal emission. The source was observed on
three consecutive nights with the 2.1 m Jorge Sahade Telescope
at the Complejo Astrono´mico El Leoncito, Argentina, begin-
ning in the evening of 2003 April 26 and ending in the morning
of 2003 April 29; it was slightly brighter than when observed
by di Serego Alighieri et al. (1994) and therefore was too bright
for these observations to improve our knowledge of the accre-
tion disk luminosity.

One can estimateLbol by noting that the bolometric lumi-
nosity of the thermal emission from the accretion flow includes
optical, UV, and any radiation in broad emission lines from
photoionized gas or as IR reprocessed by molecular gas. In
order to place an upper bound onLbol, we construct a composite
spectral energy distribution (SED) of a quasar accretion flow.
In order to separate the accretion flow’s thermal luminosity
from IR and optical contamination from the jet, a SED for
radio-quiet quasars was chosen, since this represents pure ac-
cretion luminosity. In radio-quiet quasars, weak versions of
radio-loud jets apparently exist (Barvainis et al. 2005). The
bolometric luminosity of radio-quiet quasars is dominated by
IR-to-UV emission, that is, the radio emission from the jet does
not contribute significantly to the bolometric luminosity (Laor
1998). Furthermore, the IR synchrotron emission from the jet
is swamped by thermal dust emission in radio-quiet quasars
(Haas et al. 1998, 2000). Thus, the IR–to–X-ray composite of
a radio-quiet quasar seems to represent the thermal emission
from a viscous accretion flow. A piecewise collection of power
laws is used to approximate the individual bands of a radio-
quiet quasar accretion flow luminosity in the composite SED.
The IR and optical data are from the composite spectrum of
Elvis et al. (1994), the near-UV and extreme-UV data are from
theHubble Space Telescope composites of Zheng et al. (1997)
and Telfer et al. (2002), and the X-ray portion of the composite
is from Laor et al. (1997). One can compute the bolometric
luminosity of the accretion flow from the composite SED. In

addition to the continuum, the composite spectrum of Zheng
et al. (1997) indicates that≈25% of the total optical/UV
quasar luminosity is reprocessed in the broad-line region. Com-
bining this with the continuum luminosity yieldsLbol p 1.35
#1046 ergs s�1. The absolute visual magnitude of the composite
is MV p �25. Comparing the 2350 spectral luminosity ofÅ
PKS 1622�253 from Figure 2,nFn ! 3#1045 ergs s�1, with
the value from the composite SED,nFn p 4#1045 ergs s�1,
one finds an upper bound ofLbol ! 1046 ergs s�1 for PKS
1622�253. However, since there is no deviation from the steep
power law in the spectrum of di Serego Alighieri et al. (1994)
at high frequency, we claim that the actual value ofLbol from
an underlying accretion disk is far less than this. One way to
obtain a crude estimate ofLbol when the blazar jet masks the
thermal UV flux is to use a broad-line luminosity. For example,
Wang et al. (2004) used the composite spectrum of Francis
et al. (1991) to motivate the relationLbol ≈ 252.6LHb, where
LHb is the luminosity of the Hb broad emission line. Using the
line strength from di Serego Alighieri et al. (1994) and cor-
recting for Galactic extinction using the results of Schlegel et
al. (1998), we findLbol ≈ 2.19#1045 ergs s�1.

If one also assumes that the shape of the composite spectrum
is independent of quasar luminosity, a simple approximate for-
mula is obtained that relates thek-corrected absolute visual
magnitude to bolometric luminosity,

�(25�M )/2.5 46 �1VL ≈ (1.35#10 )#10 ergs s . (3)bol

Thus, subtracting out the optical emission from the jet, the
estimate ofLbol above suggests that the accretion flow alone
would produceMV p �23, right at the typical dividing line
between Seyfert 1’s and quasars (Ve´ron-Cetty & Véron 2001).

5. DISCUSSION

We performed deep radio observations of PKS 1622�253
with the VLA and also extricated the intrinsic IR/optical spec-
trum from the attenuation due to the Ophiuchus cloud. Our
conclusion is that this source is a classical triple radio galaxy
with a powerful superluminal radio core and powerful FR II
radio lobes. The optical/near-UV emission is dominated by
the high-frequency tail of a very broad synchrotron spectrum
associated with the powerful radio core. The intrinsic accre-
tion flow luminosity is at the quasar–Seyfert 1 dividing line,
MV p �23 (Véron-Cetty & Véron 2001). It was shown that
PKS 1622�253 has roughly equal jet kinetic luminosity and
accretion-flow bolometric luminosity,�1045 ergs s�1.

The gamma-ray apparent luminosity has a time-average
value of∼1047 ergs s�1 and flares at∼1048 ergs s�1 (Hartman
et al. 1999). The gamma-ray luminosity is enhanced by the
Doppler factor to the fourth power,d4. In order to determine
the intrinsic gamma-ray luminosity of the jets, one must know
the Doppler factor of the high-energy plasma. The best esti-
mates we have are from measurements of the apparent super-
luminal jet speeds on VLBI scales. This scale is much larger
than the gamma-ray–emitting region, and it is not clear whether
one is observing pattern or bulk-flow speeds. Higher resolution
typically yields higher apparent speeds (Kellermann et al.
2004). Thus, the maximal apparent superluminal velocity from
VLBI for each blazar is probably the best estimator of the
Doppler factor of the gamma-ray plasma. The superluminal
motion and the variability results of Kellermann et al. (2004),
and the beaming analysis of Padovani & Urry (1992), indicate
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that strong blazar jets in quasars are typically enhanced by
104 ! d4 ! 105. The extremely superluminal jet speed of 14c
(Jorstad et al. 2001) and the extreme radio flux and radio po-
larization variability (Tingay et al. 2003) imply that PKS
1622�253 is an extreme blazar andd4 � 104 is likely in flare
states. Thus, even during a gamma-ray flare less than 10% of
the intrinsic jet kinetic luminosity is needed to power the
gamma-ray emission, and on average less than 1% of the in-
trinsic jet energy is converted into gamma rays.

Finally, we note that such powerful jets from weakly accret-
ing systems are not rare for EGRET sources. The most extreme
case is PKS 0202�149, atz p 0.405 with p 22.1 and amv

very steep optical spectral index (Perlman et al. 1998). Apply-
ing the methods of § 4, one concludes thatLbol ! 1044 ergs s�1.
It does not have FR II radio lobes (or any extended radio
emission for that matter; see Murphy et al. 1993), so one cannot
make an isotropic estimate of the jet kinetic luminosity.
However, it has been observed more than once with an apparent

gamma-ray luminosity over 1047 ergs s�1 (Hartman et al. 1999).
Apparently, strong jets can be driven without a strong accretion
flow, and if there are also large Doppler factors associated with
a nearly line-of-sight jet, gamma-ray fluxes detectable by
EGRET can be achieved. A plausible theoretical explanation
is provided in Punsly (2001), in which it is claimed that it is
the accumulation of vertical magnetic flux near the black hole
that is the primary determinant of jet power in FR II radio
sources, not the accretion flow proper. The release of black
hole spin energy, in the form of a relativistic jet, by the large-
scale torque applied by the magnetic flux is clearly shown, in
accord with the theory, in the simulations of Semenov et al.
(2004).

S. A. C. acknowledges financial support from the Agencia
Nacional de Promocio´n Cientı́fica y Tecnolo´gica of Argentina
(PICT 03-13291) granted to Gustavo Romero.
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